Creation of a contract Assignment

clear that conduct must be referable to the offer and be identifiable as acceptance of the offer terms.  

However, care has to be taken here to avoid being over zealous in demanding ‘exactness’.  
Treitel makes the point that an acceptance could be effective even though it departed from the wording of the offer by making express some term that the law would in any case imply.  
A reply which adds some new provision by way of benefit to the offeror (e.g. one allowing him to postpone payment) may be an acceptance. Conversely, an acceptance in which the acceptor asks for extra time to pay may be effective, so longs as he makes it clear that he is prepared to perform in accordance with the terms of the offer even if his request is refused.  

In general terms an acceptance has no contractual effect until it is communicated ie brought to the attention of the offeror.  

In standard bilateral negotiations, the general rule is that the offeror cannot waive the need for communication and stipulate that silence will constitute acceptance (Powell v Lee).  

Although, if there has been a course of dealing whereby the offeror has been in benefit of the services offered, or if it is the offeree who is attempting to hold the offeror to the offeror’s stipulation of the silence, then the offeree’s silence/acceptance can constitute acceptance.  

Peter Gibson LJ suggested, in obiter comments, that an acceptance by silence could be sufficient if it was the offeree who suggested that their silence would be sufficient.  

Acceptance can be by conduct (Taylor v Allen), although it is difficult to determine precisely what the terms of the contract are this way. This may result in the court refusing to acknowledge the existence of a contract at all.  

In situations where the price may not have been fixed the courts are prepared to impose a reasonable price provided that it clear that the parties have agreed to contract as opposed to merely
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